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Name :

 Write a !rst-conditional sentence using each set of words or phrases.

(Answers may vary.)

 

First Conditionals

Dad/buy a bike/I/get a grade A1)

miss/the train/not hurry2)

not go to the !nals/lose today3)

have dinner together/when/you get here4)

love grammar/!nd conditionals/exciting5)

not improve/not practice6)

you call me/I come

If you call me, I will come. 

The !rst conditional talks about things that might happen in the future.

To form a !rst conditional, we use the present simple in the “if/when”

clause and the future simple in the other clause. 

Example:
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Name :

 Write a !rst-conditional sentence using each set of words or phrases.

(Answers may vary.)

Answer Key

 

First Conditionals

Dad/buy a bike/I/get a grade A1)

Dad will buy me a bike if I get a grade A.

miss/the train/not hurry2)

We will miss the train if we don’t hurry. 

not go to the !nals/lose today3)

We won’t go to the !nals if we lose today.

have dinner together/when/you get here4)

We will have dinner together when you get here.

love grammar/!nd conditionals/exciting5)

 If you love grammar, you will !nd conditionals exciting.

not improve/not practice6)

You won’t improve if you don’t practice.

you call me/I come

If you call me, I will come. 

The !rst conditional talks about things that might happen in the future.

To form a !rst conditional, we use the present simple in the “if/when”

clause and the future simple in the other clause. 

Example:
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